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Introduction
Given the importance of the research pipeline to a pharmaceutical firm, it is of
interest to us to seek to determine – based on clinical trials being conducted – which
firms are engaged in similar R&D pipelines. Our project is to develop appropriate
evaluation criteria that will allow for the similarity comparison of clinical trials at
company level.

Background & Models
We use AACT database, which is an open source relational database that contains
details about clinical trials ranging from descriptions to study metadata. We include
three methods of building similarity matrices:
● Keyword model: MeSH keyword vectorization
● Text model: NLP and text vectorization
● Graph model: Graphical representations of clinical metadata

Results & Conclusion
After regressing against manually validated scores and learning the weights for
ensembling clinical trial similarity matrices generated from different approaches, a
composite trial-level similarity matrix per year is generated. These matrices are
convoluted to form a company-level matrix which takes into account similarities across
all trials conducted for all pairwise combinations of trial sponsors (companies)
The final deliverables are the trial-wise and company-wise similarity matrices. With
this, Goldman Sachs can apply investment techniques to capitalize on stock
performance of companies that exhibit high similarities. With our additional time, we
hope to build a tool beyond their requests to help visualize the stock performance for
select companies to aid their analysis.
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Figure 1. Methodology - Clinical data to company level similarity matrix

